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This lecture, using a well-documented technique of trade intensity measurement, 
analyses and compares trends and patterns in Malaysia’s bilateral merchandise trade 
relations with its two broadly categorized trading partners, the selected ore countries and 
rest of the world (ROW). Embedded in the technique are several measures of trade 
mtensity like absolute-measure, relative-measure and double relative measure The由ird
measure, pionee日dby Brown ( 1949）田dhad been extensively used by k句ima(1964), 
Drysdale (1969) and Linnemann (1996), is exerted here Over the penod of 1990 June 
2000, the analysis reveals that while Malaysia’s trade with ore countries has been 
relatively under-represented as its trading partner, ROW has been over-represented. 
However, recent trends have shown由atMalaysia’s trade with ore countries has become 
more intensive, and that with ROW has become les. 
From the findings, this lecture proposes that a more intensified bllateral trade 
between Malaysia and OIC countries should be given due consideration, especially to face 
出cchallenges that are in回目smglycoming from the developed world’s imposition of trade 
liberalization on developmg world, via the World T四deOrganization (WTO), of which 
Malaysia is p副 andp町celof it. 
